
"Team Talk" 
Dog rose Morris - As seen on TV 

In November of 2002 Dog rose Morris had the unique opportunity to go on a national tour called 
'English Roots' with Waterson:Carthy, Chris Wood and Robert Harbron. Organised by Folkworks 
they spent 2% weeks on the road and performed at venues stretching from Southampton to 
Carlisle. After the tour was over it was a general feeling amongst the boys that this was it, this is as 
good as it gets, this is us taking Cotswold Morris to a new audience and having a bloody great 
experience at the same time. 

When April 1st came this year I was the fool who was set with the task of convincing the rest of the 
team that we had been invited to appear on a special 'Later with Jools Holland' show. My brother 
Drew was the first unbeliever and it took me a couple of days to convince him. I think it was too 
good to be true, appearing on the same show as his favourite band of all time Blur. 

It was due to be filmed on April the 15th. That gave us 15 days to decide which dance we were 
going to perform in front of our biggest audience ever, 15 days to practice, 15 days to lose sleep 
over how it would be perceived by the viewing audience, 15 days to wash our whites and 15 days 
to get very excited about the prospect of appearing with the likes of Macey Gray, Craig David and 
Suggs. 

We decided to dance 'Skirmish' from Oddington as it has always been a good crowd pleaser. The 
producers were keen for us to use sticks and we decided it would transfer well to screen, after all 
most of the public watching at home will never have seen the dance before. Bryony chose a tune 
written by Nick Barber of White Rose Morris Men and taught it to Eliza earthy who was to play 
alongside Bryony. The Dogrose members ready to perform were Will Hampson, David Lawley, 
Chris Taylor, David Hall, Drew Mckinlay and myself, Ross McKinlay. 

15 days flew by, and with one major practice and a lot of emails to the BBC we were on our way to 
Television Centre. We arrived with plenty of time to spare and had to go for a sneaky pint of 
London's best before we had the courage to actually go in. As we were escorted to our dressing 
room we stumbled past various Children's BBC presenters, the Top of the Pops Studio and even 
Kryton's head, Drew and Lawley nearly got left behind. 
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Our dressing room, previously inhabited by the teen band 'Blazing Squad' was large enough for us 
to get a couple more practices in, but we were all far more interested in looking around the 
building. One of the producers decided to take us to see the studio and after navigating through a 
myriad of corridors we entered to the sound of the Rhythm and Blues Orchestra rehearsing, 
'Through the Grapevine'. The producer was trying her best to tell us what was to happen but we 
were all lost in the experience, jaws on the floor. When asked if I was OK I replied 'apart from 
needing a new pair of trousers I am fine'. 

On arriving back in the dressing room I found panic had set in. Not only had David Hall burnt his 
shirt with an iron, Drew had lost his stage pass and was frantically looking all over for it. 

Time went by very fast and before long we were in kit and following Jools into the studio along with 
a green man on stilts and Mr Winter. The pop band 'Junior Senior' had massive grins on their 
faces; it was quite obvious that they have never seen anything like it before in their life. 

We watched from the sidelines as Jools scooted around interviewing various musicians and 
comedians, we enjoyed the free concert, beer and the chance to dance to a different kind of music. 
When our time arrived we rushed onto the set, to the mixed hand directions of 'quiet' and 'hurry 
up', which is hard to do with bells strapped to your legs. As soon as we were in place the cameras 
turned on us. 

As we began to dance my nerves got the better of me and apart from the music I couldn't hear 
anything else, all I could focus on was dancing. Although I was aware of the cameras flying around 
us I had no perception of how it was being received by the studio audience. When the music halted 
in the f inal set of sticking I could hear whooping and cheering and at that moment I felt that we had 
done Morris no injustice. It seemed to be very well received by the studio audience and some of 
the celebrity guests and acts told us how much they enjoyed it. 

The party after was quite good as well, Lawley was busily trying to drink his licensee fee and felt 
bad about ordering a triple Southern Comfort and lime only to be upstaged by Robbie Coltraine 
ordering a Quadruple. 

It was an experience we would never forget and since the show aired on May the 3 rd we have had 
lots of good feedback from friends, folkies and other Morris teams. All we can hope for is that we 
brought Morris dancing to a new public, we turned some heads and kicked back some of the 
terrible bad press Morris has had over the years. 

Now where did I leave my tankard? 

AUTUMN 
WINTER 
SPRING 
SUMMER 

Dogrose Morris can be found at www.dogrose.co.uk 
If you prefer yoghurt pots tied together with string try ringing 07961 157128 
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